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R
ecently, many 
Brexiteers (Boris 
Johnson, Michael 
Gove, Priti Patel et 
al) have fancied 
themselves as ex-
pert negotiators.

The current ad-
ministration categorically stated that 
they would get a better deal but, with 
less than a month until the Brexit 
deadline, ‘No deal’ seems to be the 
primary option.

Looking at Brexit through the lens 
of a negotiator, the current deadlock 
can provide great learning examples 
for the untrained eye.

Do you know if you are getting a 
good deal?
More than 80 per cent of CEOs and 
other executives leave money on 

the table when negotiating, accord-
ing to Leigh Thompson, J Jay Gerber 
Professor of Dispute Resolution & 
Organizations at Northwestern Uni-
versity in the US. They settle for too 
little. They walk away from the table 
unnecessarily. 

They act tough, damaging the 
long-term relationships their busi-
nesses need to thrive.

Could the bias of over-confidence 
be at play here? This is just one of the 
issues with the Brexit negotiations. 
This might raise the question: if the 
Brexiteers have not been trained in 
negotiation, how will they know – 
once they get a deal – if it is a good 
deal or not?

It also raises the question of 
whether we ourselves have achieved 
the best deal possible in our own 
negotiations.

Know the type of negotiation you 
are in
Again, using Brexit as an example, 
how do you know what type of ne-
gotiation are you in?

Negotiating with another party 
for a once-off transaction brings a 
different style and type of approach 

than where there is a long-term ne-
gotiation at play.

British-Irish relations were at an 
all-time high due to the Good Friday 
Agreement. Years of toil in regard to 
building rapport and relationships 
between diplomats on both sides 
could be unravelled by the current 
impasse, with untold consequences.

Adapting your negotiating style 
is therefore vital for future deals 
that will strengthen even the most 
fraught relationships. Referring to 
Martin McGuinness and Ian Paisley 
as the “chuckle brothers” prior to the 
Good Friday Agreement would have 
been unthinkable, but they came to 
embrace the moniker.

So, a gentle piece of advice for 
people in long-term negotiations is 
that the relationship matters. Short-
term gain and long-term pain versus 
short-term pain and long-term gain: 
choose your approach wisely.

Negotiation strategy
Negotiation is like playing a game 
of chess - you need to understand 
the consequences of each move, and 
the counter move of your opponent. 
Grandmaster chess players take into 
account all the possible moves and 
their consequences.

Boris Johnson et al are prone to 
taking huge risks and being over-
confident in their approach. Is the 

strategy that Boris Johnson is em-
ploying to deliberately crash out of 
the market so that the deal made 
with Theresa May is invalid, there-
fore allowing Britain to strengthen 
its bargaining position?

If so, it then it poses the question, 
how strong is that bargaining po-
sition?

Negotiation is about 
communication and relationships. 
It is also about trading value.
What will Britain have to offer if it 
crashes out of the EU? 
Two crucial terms in negotiations 
are BATNA (best alternative to a ne-
gotiated agreement) and WATNA 
(worst alternative to a negotiated 
agreement).

While different agreement models 
are being bandied about, the BATNA 
of WTO, Canada plus plus, and the 
Singapore model are the primary 
ones being seen by the Brexiteers 
as alternatives. However, the Brex-
iteers need to focus on the position 
of the EU.

The British administration may not 
be viewing the BATNA and WATNA 
of the EU. 

On Friday, Boris Johnson proposed 
another solution after negotiating 
with the DUP, wrapping it up in a 
new proposed offer to the EU.

But if Britain gets everything it 

asks for in the deal, what will the 
long-term consequences of that 
deal be?

Especially with the rise of right-
wing populism, the EU could be-
come fractured and its mere exis-
tence  threatened. Therefore, Britain 
needs to look at the deal from all 
viewpoints, not just its own per-
spective. This is what makes Brexit 
so complicated: negotiating in a 
multiparty environment is hugely 
complex.

Trying to simplify or make side 
deals weakens your position, hence 
the EU is so aligned with Ireland 
every step of the way. In short, the 
lesson here is to prepare. Many peo-
ple get poor deals as they don’t fully 
prepare. So, a rule of thumb from 
Robert Olson is that successful nego-
tiations are 70 per cent preparation, 
20 per cent implementation, and 10 
per cent acting.

We can predict that Boris will at 
least have the 10 per cent covered.

William Corless is a senior associate 
faculty and programme director in the 
IMI. He is an executive coach, mediator 
and master facilitator. William facilitates 
on the Advanced Negotiations short course 
in the IMI. This highly interactive work-
shop will allow you to look at other nego-
tiations through a different lens, leading 
to more successful outcomes

A
fter her keynote address at 
IMI’s 2020 National Manage-
ment Conference for senior 
Irish business leaders, we 
asked Katharine Wilkinson 
to share her insights on the 
role leaders can play in com-
bating climate change.

Wilkinson believes that climate change calls 
for transformational leadership in business, and 
that the challenge should be taken personally by 
all business leaders.

What is that challenge exactly?
Climate change is many things: planetary chal-
lenge, pressing crisis, potential catalyst. I find it 
is helpful to think of climate change as funda-
mental feedback from our planet — that the way 
much of human society has been operating is not 
working.

Stasis is decidedly not on the menu of options 
to get it working again, and transformation is 
coming one way or another. In fact, transforma-
tion is already here.

The choice we have is whether we will be 
active participants in reshaping our economies, 
cultures, and organisations. I would argue that 
there’s not only a moral argument to lead from 
the front, but a business one too.

What’s our goal? Can we 
even define one?
To come back into bal-
ance with the planet’s 
living systems, we must 
aim for ‘drawdown’: 
the future point in time 
when concentrations of 
greenhouse gases in the 
atmosphere stop rising, 
and actually begin to 
decline.

It’s an essential turn-
ing point for life on this 
planet. Our work at 
Project Drawdown doc-
uments the many cli-
mate solutions already 
in hand. But solutions 
do not scale themselves. 
We need a step-change 
in leadership to move 
solutions forward, with 
the aim of reaching 
drawdown quickly, 
safely, and equitably.

As an author, strat-
egist, and researcher, I 
am constantly moving 
through the landscape 
of climate action — 
countries, companies, cities, civil society, and 
beyond — and have the privilege of working 
with some true pioneers in this space. I see five 
fundamental shifts required for transforma-
tional leadership in a climate-changed and cli-
mate-changing world.”

What are those fundamental shifts?
First, a shift from seeking silver bullets to sup-
porting a system of solutions, in which all have 
roles to play. Second, a shift from single problem 
solving to multi-solving for climate as well as 
equality and wellbeing. Third, a shift in aspira-
tion from sustainability to regeneration, to meet 
the magnitude of the challenge. Fourth, a shift 
from competition to collaboration as the primary 
modus operandi. And fifth, a shift from predom-
inantly head-centered to equally heart-centered 
approaches.

Transformational, life-supporting leadership 
is not a draconian assignment. The situation we 
face is actually an invitation into the most mean-
ingful work imaginable. Purpose, despite all the 
fuss, is not tricky, nor illusive.

At this moment, creating a liveable future is 
our purpose as humans.

The question we might ask ourselves is: ‘What 
would it mean for us — for me — to rise to the 
challenge of climate change and lead towards a 
life-giving future?’

Dr Katharine Wilkinson is a renowned expert,  
strategist and senior writer of the New York Times 
bestseller Drawdown, the most comprehensive plan 
ever proposed to reverse global warming 
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Brexit and the ‘no good, very 
bad’ negotiation strategies
The current deadlock offers great 
learning opportunities

Effective communication is 
essential and it fosters the 
language of leadership 

A step-change in leadership 
is needed to move climate 
solutions forward
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imaginable

Building relationships brings a big return

We must lead 
from the front 
to combat 
climate change

The sustained ability 
to develop relation-
ships is a corner-
stone of successful 
leadership. Without 

it, your followers will be tran-
sient in nature, never allowing 
you to build a strong base to 
bring you through the bad 
times and ignite you in the 
good times.

So, how do we achieve ef-
fective communications and 
build relationship capital?

Building relationship capital 
involves building trustworthy 
relationships and, according 
to clinical psychologist Dr 
Martyn Newman, comprises 
three cornerstones:

· Competence –how ac-
curate and knowledgeable 
are you about your subject 
matter?

· Reliability – how willing 
are you to do what you say 
will do?

· Capacity to connect – how 
effectively do you connect 
with others on an emotion-
al level and demonstrate an 
ability to ‘walk in another 
person’s shoes’? 

Effective communication 
is the art of understanding 

how to make this connection. 
Communication skills – often 
described as ‘soft skills’ – link 
hard skills such as technical 
knowledge and competen-
cies to organisational success, 
operational productivity and 
economic reality.

Soft skills include the abil-
ity to show a genuine interest 
in other people. These skills 
can be learned through tech-
niques such as listening with 
a non-judgemental, authentic 
and respectful understand-
ing to the other person, even 
though their perspective may 
not be in keeping with your 
own belief system, values or 
mindset.

Return to sender
In our day-to-day commu-
nications we often forget that 
communication is about a 
receiver and a sender. The 
sender assumes the receiv-
er understands the message 
and places the burden of ac-
countability on the receiver. 
The receiver omits to check 
back for understanding and 
clarification, and each party to 
the conversation fails to rec-
ognise that there is another 
person on the other side of 
the human equation.

The ability to ask simple, 
powerful and open questions 
is a core communication skill. 
Through the act of asking 
powerful questions, we seek 
to gain understanding and 
develop mutually beneficial 

collaborative relationships.
This is what we call engage-

ment and the art of building 
rapport.

A tapestry of thought
However, building rapport 
comprises more than send-
ing and receiving verbal mes-
sages. Building rapport means 
nurturing multiple skills such 
as understanding the context, 
congruence and clusters of 
body language signals and 
tone of voice, as well as the 
actual words spoken.

If I am standing at a bus stop 
on a cold day and not wearing 
a coat, and I have my arms and 
legs crossed and my teeth are 
chattering, the context and 
cluster of body language sig-
nals does not suggest that I am 
being defensive; it suggests 

that I am cold.
If, however, given the same 

body language signals, I am 
standing in front of my boss 
and being spoken to, once 
again, about lateness to work, 
this same context and cluster 
of body language signals sug-
gest that I am uncomfortable 
about receiving this feedback 
and possibly defensive.

Understanding the role of 
micro-facial expressions and 
other subliminal messages 
that we pick up from each 
other further enhances our 
ability to develop the language 
of leadership.

Listen so you can 
speak
Fundamental to the language 
of leadership is the skill of 
active listening. Accord-

ing to Co-Active Coaching 
authors Laura Whitworth, 
Karen Kimsey-House, Hen-
ry Kimsey-House and Phillip 
Sandahl, active listening com-
bines rapport-building skills 
with an authentic, sincere and 
genuine curiosity and interest 
in others.

Active listening is about 
picking up on signals and 
cues; it is about listening to 
what is being said but also 
to what is not being said. It 
is about a 360-degree intu-
ition where the listener is in 
sync with the other person, 
can stay connected and find 
common ground.

It is the space where com-
munications, rather than be-
ing transactional, are genuine 
and built on the business of 
humanity.

In today’s digital world 
where full-time connectivi-
ty is the norm, it is relational 
proximity rather than physical 
proximity that is of primary 
influence. For a communica-
tions strategy to be effective, 
be it digital or face-to-face, it 
has to connect with people at 
a core level.

Communication as the 
language of leadership will 
always be interdependent and 
interactive and should leave 
others feeling a little better 
for having met you.

Maura Dolan is an IMI Associ-
ate Faculty member and an ac-
credited fellow of coaching (AFC) 
facilitator and trainer with over 15 
years’ experience coaching senior 
executives, designing and deliver-
ing coach training courses.
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